Toulouse, June 3, 2016. Oreakids, French publisher of edutainment applications, is
pleased to announce the immediate availability of « Creatures from the past »,
interactive encyclopedia developed for iPad™, in French and English language.
Our journey through time begins 443 million years ago, well before the dinosaurs ruled
the Earth. Life was abundant and strange creatures inhabited the seas. Prepare to meet
some amazing animals that are now extinct. Giant insects, huge sharks and massive
snakes: it’s time to meet these fantastic animals!

« Creatures from the past » is a revolutionary iPad application. It is an interactive
encyclopaedia containing 60 extinct animals and high-quality pictures. You've never
seen extinct animals like this before!
For each animal, you will find a descriptive sheet with HD pictures optimised for the
Retina screen, 360° views, size comparisons with human beings (adult and children) and
much more information.

Features:
- 60 extinct animals with detailed descriptive sheets
- Names of the animals read aloud with high-quality sound
- 60 interactive 360° views optimised for the Retina screen
- Almost 350 HD pictures
- 50 breath-taking HD pictures showing the animals in their
natural habitat
- 60 HD pictures showing an animal and a
man/child in order to compare their size
- A quick access area and a multi-criteria search
area (period, diet)
- 2 languages available : English, French (Spanish soon)
- A simple interface, fully optimized for iPad

360° VIEWS
The application features 60
360° views which allow you to
watch extinct animals from all
angles.

Simple and optimized interface
The application has been optimized for children with
a simplified interface, but the older ones will also be
delighted! A quick access area allows you to list the
animals according to simple criterias: age, alphabetic
order, diet.

High quality photos
With Creatures from the past, you will discover high quality
photos showing precisely animal’s skin and color.

Detailed sheet
Each animal has a description sheet containing HD
photos optimized for the Retina screen, 360° views,
size comparisons with man (adult and children) and
much more information.

Sécurité & Mode avion
The application contains neither ad nor external link, and
the whole content is accessible by one single download. The
application can thus be used in "Airplane mode" by children,
without any Internet connection.

Languages:


English and French

Minimum configuration:
 Compatible with iPad™
 iOS 8.0 or newer for iPad™ required
Age : 4+
Price and availability:
Creatures from the past costs $ 2.99 (or equivalent according to the currency) and it is
available worldwide on the App Store into the « Education » category.
Direct link Appstore: https://itunes.apple.com/en/app/id1071607473
High definition images: http://www.oreakids.fr/files/creatures_from_the_past.zip
Dedicated website: http://www.oreakids.com
Contact: info@oreakids.com - +33 (5) 62 16 64 74

